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ABSTRACT
Project Anti-Diabetes is an integrated, intuitive, and user-friendly resource package
which aims to provide users with quality and healthy food recipes to reduce the
likeliness of users suffering from diabetes. A cookbook is installed inside a webpage
that features video tutorials so as to guide the parents towards making the dish. There
is also a detailed guide for parents to refer to to make their own recipe. In addition, there
is also a brochure to guide parents to purchase healthier foodstuffs. Also, most of the
websites that were found online were containing. We had also added an online forum
for people to give their feedback for the website and share their very own recipes for a
whole diversity of dishes.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

RATIONALE

With a majority of people willing to cook at home for health reasons, we decided that a
simple yet healthy e-cookbook is feasible for parents to refer to. During meal times,
people may struggle with deciding what to eat such that the food is healthy and
ingredients are also easily accessible. Otherwise, they may not have enough culinary
skills as some dishes may be too difficult or confusing to prepare. As such, they may
give up on cooking at home, sacrificing their health for unhealthy hawker food.
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1.2

OBJECTIVES
1. To convince parents or caregivers to cook at home instead of buying unhealthy
food from outside.
2. To make an e-recipe book & reference brochure for parents and domestic
helpers to use so that they can cook food with less sugar, salt and oil.

1.3

TARGET AUDIENCE

Our target audience are: Parents/Caregivers/Domestic helpers as they are the ones that
provide food for the children.

1.4

RESOURCES

The resources created for this project was an integrated online platform consisting of a
contents page, brochure, recipe page, online forum and an about us section.
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2.

REVIEW

Most of the recipes that we found online are consisting of western cuisine and may not
be very palatable to Singaporean taste buds. Thus our recipes are more suited for local
taste buds so that they may be more appealing to Singaporeans. Of course if some
people have preferences for western dishes, we also added some healthy variants of it.
Most e-recipe books may also do not have an online forum so we decided to add it in
our website.
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3.

METHODOLOGY

3.1

NEEDS ANALYSIS

A needs analysis was conducted to clarify the feasibility of our resource package.
Statistics were collected from surveys done by more than 100 adults to clarify the
problem of diabetes in Singapore. Indeed, more than 100 adults out of 124 confirmed
that diabetes is a problem in Singapore. Next, we questioned the feasibility of our
product.
SURVEY RESULTS
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3.2

PILOT TEST

This pilot test was administered to 35 adults who gave their responses towards the
website and their feedbacks were collected. The feedback was generally positive , but
recommendations were also incorporated into the improvements of the website.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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3.3

CONSTRUCTION OF RESOURCES

We reviewed famous Singapore cuisines that appeal to most local taste buds by visiting
famous hawker centres all around the country. After analysing the ingredients used,
unhealthy factors were either removed or replaced. Online health nutritionists’ tips on
healthy foods were taken into account for replacing the ingredients. Step-by-Step videos
were recorded by us to guide users accessing the website.

Discussions forums were also included in the website to provide a wider variety of food
choices.

4.

OUTCOME AND DISCUSSIONS:

Although the feedback during pilot-testing was mostly positive, we decided to add a
feedback and sharing forum for people.

This forum allows for people to share their own recipes and tell us their feedback for the
website such as what can be improved and what else can be added.

FINAL OUTCOME
We have a website with 9 recipes that helps prevents diabetes as they are low in sugar,
salt and oil. However, we do not compromise on taste as the dishes are still delicious as
we use other healthy ingredients to add flavour to the dish and appealing to local taste
buds. Every ingredient used in the recipe also contains health benefits, for example
bananas contain many important nutrients such as vitamin C. Brochures were provided
to enhance users’ knowledge of healthy food options and discussing forums were
added to increase variety of recipes.
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LIMITATIONS
We cannot force everyone in Singapore to follow the recipe and guides in the website.

Further improvement to the recipes so that the people using our website can have a
wider range of healthy dishes to cook.

Some people may refuse to cook at home and insist on buying food instead.

POSSIBLE FURTHER WORKS
Target youths so the tips and website will appeal to them and it will stand out from
existing similar websites.
Website - Provide more affordable and healthy recipes.
We can focus on eatery outside home.

5.

CONCLUSION

Project Anti-Diabetes was a tedious project to undertake due to the fact that we had to
travel to hawker centres in Singapore to understand what dishes are suited to
Singaporean’s taste buds and what dishes are healthier than the others and their
reasons. We also had to come up with, cook and prepare the dishes that came up in the
recipe. Perseverance was the one quality that was very much needed for the
completion of the project or else we could have just given up half-way through the
project as it is very complex. The final element needed to finish our project was
creativity as we needed to make the dishes healthy yet still remain tasty.
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